THE GLOBALLY LEADING
TRADE FAIR IN HAMBURG
The global rendezvous for the wind energy
industry awaits you in Hamburg from 22 to 25
September 2020: together, the world’s biggest
wind expo, WindEnergy Hamburg, and the
WindEurope Conference, the globally leading
expert congress, form the Global Wind Summit
2020 – in the same place and at the same time!
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“Hamburg has become the place where the
world’s wind industry meets every two years. The
amount and diversity of participants is impressive
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in 9 Halls.

and the scope for networking almost endless.”
Ben Backwell, CEO, Global Wind Energy Council

WindEnergy Hamburg reflects the multifaceted
dynamics of the wind industry along the entire
value chain. From planners, manufacturers,
suppliers and financiers to operators and service
providers – onshore and offshore – leading industry representatives, young, innovative entrepreneurs and giants of the sector meet here at the
international marketplace of the wind industry.
With great potential for innovation and genuine
pioneering spirit. Be part of it!
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WE TELL IT HOW IT IS

EXHIBITORS

Meeting point for

Top marks for new-customer
acquisition, customer relations
management, new business
opportunities and trade fair
atmosphere

international
politics.

VISITORS
Top marks for knowledge transfer,
market overview, innovations and
global contacts

In dialogue with
the future

Every year, the WindEurope Conference is
a forum for dialogue and debate between
the brightest and most influential voices
in the wind industry. Renowned as the
flagship conference for the wind industry,
this is where conversations and connections
happen between the various parts of the
wind industry: technology & finance, policy
& academia, market leaders & start-ups.
As part of the Global Wind Summit, the
congress in Hamburg takes on truly global
dimensions: delegations from Asia, Africa,
Russia and America join their European
colleagues to share the best practices,
exchange knowledge and create new
business opportunities worldwide. The
perfect setting for you!

Talks, workshops and
podium discussions
Intensive interaction regarding
wind energy in Europe

First-hand opinions
Numerous top speakers from
business and politics
A new focus topic each day

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
FOR RENEWABLE
ENERGIES
More than 100 exhibitors are brought together
in nine halls in the Storage Tour. Storage Insights
demonstrates expertise and use cases in Hall
B7, while the Storage Stage hosts elevator
pitches on the best solutions.

A real highlight: the
Storage Tour

The Storage Tour is popular
among exhibitors and visitors:
here, exhibitors present ideas
and solutions that cross the
boundaries of industries and
halls. It’s worth being listed here!

All about sector
interlinking
How can network bottlenecks be
avoided and the changeover to
a climate-neutral energy supply
be achieved? Experts will deliver
exciting approaches to solving this
at WindEnergy Hamburg 2020.

